Meta-analytic framework for modeling genetic coexpression dynamics.
Methods for exploring genetic interactions have been developed in an attempt to move beyond single gene analyses. Because biological molecules frequently participate in different processes under various cellular conditions, investigating the changes in gene coexpression patterns under various biological conditions could reveal important regulatory mechanisms. One of the methods for capturing gene coexpression dynamics, named liquid association (LA), quantifies the relationship where the coexpression between two genes is modulated by a third "coordinator" gene. This LA measure offers a natural framework for studying gene coexpression changes and has been applied increasingly to study regulatory networks among genes. With a wealth of publicly available gene expression data, there is a need to develop a meta-analytic framework for LA analysis. In this paper, we incorporated mixed effects when modeling correlation to account for between-studies heterogeneity. For statistical inference about LA, we developed a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation procedure through a Bayesian hierarchical framework. We evaluated the proposed methods in a set of simulations and illustrated their use in two collections of experimental data sets. The first data set combined 10 pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma gene expression studies to determine the role of possible coordinator gene USP9X in the Hippo pathway. The second experimental data set consisted of 907 gene expression microarray Escherichia coli experiments from multiple studies publicly available through the Many Microbe Microarray Database website (http://m3d.bu.edu/) and examined genes that coexpress with serA in the presence of coordinator gene Lrp.